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On the 2nd week of September, the Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Center began anew the 

1283rd 2-day workshop; a workshop for starting family life as a spirit and physical world blessed family; 

and the 198th 40 days workshop. We would like to report in short the very lively site of grace where the 

participants could hear endless sounds of trumpets from the spirit world. 

 

 
 

During July 29 to 30 on the 3rd year of the Heavenly calendar (-9. 11~12), the 1283rd Chung Pyung 

Special 2-day workshop was carried out in full grace. A total of 1,657 members from all around the world 

participated in the workshop receiving full grace – especially those members participating in the 



workshop for starting family life as a spirit and physical world blessed family. 346 members registered 

for this workshop to begin family life. 

 

 
 

Director Kiseong Lee, on the first evening session spent time passing on True Parents' teaching on living 

a principled life by clearly understanding the existence of the spirit world to all members who are 

beginning their family life after receiving the blessing with their partners who passed away to the spirit 

world. He taught the members that in order to coexist with the spirit world and develop the spiritual 5 

senses; the members must live in pure heart (cheongshim). That is the best direction that we members can 

aim for in order to return to the ideal human being. Therefore we must inherit the teachings of True 

Parents to become those who can love Heaven, the humans, and one's country and become the core of 

one's own mind and body by resembling True Parents. 

 

 
 

Many members who received the spirit and physical world workshop testified on the grace they received. 

Tamura Yuko from Tokushima region Tokushima church said "My husband was against the Unification 

church so we were like enemies during his life on earth. We spent 20 years like that. However abandoning 

my husband who passed away and receiving another blessing seemed to be wrong. Especially I thought 

that it would be good to receive the spirit and physical world blessing with my deceased husband so that 

my son can live eternally with his father. That is why I am here today to receive the workshop to begin 

family life. After participating in the holy wine ceremony during the spirit and physical world matching, 



amazing things began to happen. First of all, unbelievably; my father who was distrustful of and against 

the church received the single blessing. When I suggested that "the only way to live eternally with mom is 

through the church," he said "alright" without any hesitation or resistance. Moreover, my son changed as 

well. My son who only stayed home suddenly decided to live an independent life on his own." For all this 

amazing grace, she thanked the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. 

 

Nakata Hiroshi from Kitahiroshima region Higashi church said "My wife who had never met my mother 

appeared to her in the look of herself 30 years ago. My wife who participated in the spiritual and physical 

world workshop on my behalf explained to me the appearance of the young lady who appeared in front of 

her. I realized that lady was indeed my mother. I could feel her presence next to me during chanyang(holy 

song) sessions." He concluded by saying that through his experience he believed in the existence of the 

spirit world and once again realized the ever great and everlasting power of True Parents of Heaven, 

Earth, and Humankind who directly rule the spirit world to save humanity on earth and in heaven. 

 

 
 

40 Days TOPGUN workshop 

 

During August 31st to October 9th, in eternal love and affection of our True Parents, the 124 participants 

of the Asia TOPGUN workshop were revived as ideal true sons and daughters by burning their original 

heart on a day to day basis. Marietes Loquete Sato from the Philippines gave the following testimony 

during her mid-report. 

 

"Myself and all other participants included were surprised and overjoyed this workshop was elevated to a 

TOPGUN workshop which meant that we had to make conditions that could meet a higher standard. To 

do this we encouraged each other every day by praying and bowing together. Through morning Hoon 

Dok and testimony sessions, we realized once again the value of our True parents and the meaning of true 

lineage. More than anything, meeting True Mother was the greatest blessing above every other 

experience. Chung Pyung is really a kingdom of Heaven where I can feel motivated and awakened. The 

people and the environment I encountered here is something I would only be able to experience in the 

kingdom of heaven. All of us who received this special grace and blessing will promise to do our best to 

save our continent of Asia and its people." She paid sincere gratitude to the love and hard work of True 

Parents who opened the path of new dream, hope and True Resurrection through Chung Pyung. 

 

 


